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REFLECTIONS ON THE INFORMAL USER TESTING OF A COMPUTER-
ASED SIMULATION TOOL AS A POTENTIAL AID TO POLICY ANALYSIS

Justin Longo1

troduction

QUEST is a computer-based deliberation support tool that is designed to facili-

 discussion and deliberation about regional sustainability among a variety o

ticipants. The tool uses a graphical user interface supported by an integrated

essment model that evaluates the social, economic, and environmental conse

nces of the user’s input choices and lets non-expert users actively explore dif-

nt possible scenarios of the future for their region. QUEST is primarily aimed

supporting community-centred deliberative forums oriented towards general

cepts such as the awareness of sustainability principles and the non-intuitive

lications of policy and development choices. QUEST is not intended to provid

orecast of likely futures, nor is it intended to reflect a detailed understanding

all of the complex systems involved. Rather, it tries to teach users something

ut the choices available and the linkages between choices and possible conse-
nces.2
Despite the predominant orientation and purpose of the tool, part of the

EST marketing material describes its usefulness as a tool to aid in strategic

anning, providing “decision makers with an easy framework to ask 'what if?'

estions for their entire region and geographically shows the consequences of

ese choices projected decades into the future.”3 And public outreach material

r the Georgia Basin Futures Project (of which Georgia Basin – QUEST is a cen-

l element) describes the tool’s policy analysis capacity as lending “itself well

 integrated analysis and policy evaluation applications.”4
                                          
Informal User Testing of QUEST 1 Justin Longo

1 The author is a Ph.D. student at the University of Victoria and a Graduate Research Assistant
with the Georgia Basin Futures Project, Sustainable Development Research Institute, Univer-
sity of British Columbia. Contact: jlongo@sdri.ubc.ca Originally prepared for a workshop on the
use of modelling and decision support tools in governance, University of Victoria, August 28 &
29 2002; revised October 11 2002 following comments received at that workshop and a review by
Prof. Rod Dobell. This paper was subsequently revised in its current form as a Working Paper
for the Georgia Basin Futures Project.
2 More information on QUEST is available at http://www.envisiontools.com
3 “QUEST Applications”, available at http://www.envisiontools.com/applications.html
4 “GBFP Infosheet”, available at http://www.basinfutures.net/pdfs/GBFP_Infosheet_2.pdf

http://www.envisiontools.com
http://www.envisiontools.com/applications.html
http://www.basinfutures.net/pdfs/GBFP_Infosheet_2.pdf
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While this “policy analysis and planning” orientation is a tangential objec-

tive of the tool, and project leaders have always taken pains to remind audiences

that QUEST should not be seen as a replacement for serious policy analysis and

planning exercises, there has occasionally been a tendency for some users and

audiences to focus on the perceived potential value of the tool as an aid in gov-3 0

ernance, to imagine conducting policy analysis with the aid of such a tool. Al-

ternatively, some observers and project participants have occasionally expressed

concerns that there is the potential that some naïve users may attempt to use

QUEST as a policy oracle without being aware of the tool’s limitations in those re-

spects.3 5

The “QUEST experiences” that are described in this paper have all originated

from my appreciation and sharing of this concern – that users might grant

authority to the tool’s pronouncements because of its ease of use, the attractive-

ness of its interface and their understanding that the results were based on un-

derlying computational models. Further, would it be these particular character-4 0

istics of the tool – the interface and the existence of an underlying model – that

would act as the central elements in the persuasiveness of QUEST, rather than a

carefully considered evaluation of the results?

This approach follows the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) pioneered by

Petty and Cacioppo (1986) – thought I was not aware of the ELM at the time of4 5

the events described in this paper, and thus it did not inform the methodology.

The ELM provides a framework for categorising the persuasiveness of communi-

cation and delineates two “routes to persuasion”: a central route whereby a per-

son is persuaded based on a careful consideration of the merits of the information

presented, and a peripheral route where persuasion hinges more on secondary5 0

cues such as the attractiveness of the source.5 It is possible to induce similar atti-

tude changes via either route; however, the ELM postulates that attitude

changes resulting from the central route “will show greater temporal persis-

                                                

5 While an important and leading theory of persuasion, the ELM has been challenged within
the persuasion literature, notably by the “Unimodel” theory of persuasion that postulates that
arguments and peripheral cues represent persuasive forms of evidence that are more similar
than different. See Stiff and Mongeau (2003: 213-236) for a discussion of the ELM, Chaiken’s
(1987) adaptation in the Heuristic Model of Persuasion, and the alternative Unimodel (e.g.,
Thompson, Kruglanski and Spiegel, 2000). Again, the ELM still stands as a leading theory, and
I do not intend to resolve the argument here. Rather, I have simply adopted the ELM as a useful
framework for describing alternative aspects of the QUEST tool – the tool and its results – as
they relate to QUEST’s ability to persuade the user in a simulated policy-analysis environment.
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tence, greater prediction of behaviour, and greater persistence to counter-

persuasion.” (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986: 21). Applied to this present context, if5 5

QUEST users were persuaded more by peripheral cues than by the user’s consid-

ered evaluation of the model and its results (central route), the ELM framework

would lead us to be concerned that QUEST’s persuasiveness in the policy envi-

ronment might only be effective for a short period of time or until an alternative

argument was encountered, and in any event would be less likely to lead to the6 0

user following up their change in attitude with a change in behaviour or deci-

sion.

While the events described here have differed in their setting and the fram-

ing of the workshop objectives, each session was similar in its attempt to ask par-

ticipants to critically evaluate the usefulness of QUEST as an aid to policy-6 5

making and decision-making within a simulated governance environment.

While the participants for the sessions (senior graduate students enrolled in a

capstone public policy course at the University of Victoria) provided the context

and rationale for this approach, my motivation has consistently been to infor-

mally test whether the fears and perceptions I had – with respect to whether7 0

QUEST users were granting authority to QUEST because of its computer-based

nature – were justified.6

The purpose of this note, then, is to simply describe, based on my own obser-

vations and the comments of participants made in those forums, the experience

from three university classroom-based workshops in which graduate students7 5

used the QUEST computer program, in order to evaluate whether the fear of

“authority-granting” is justified. The individual workshops were designed inde-

pendently as learning experiences for the students, and were not conceived of or

executed as research studies either independently or collectively. The common-

ality amongst the three sessions, however, was the attempt to have student par-8 0

ticipants critically evaluate QUEST as a potential aid to policy analysis in a

simulated governance environment.

                                                

6 Using the language of the ELM, this question could have been framed as whether QUEST as an
aid to policy-making accessed peripheral routes (the interface and the existence of the underly-
ing model) rather than central routes (the “quality” of the argument). The events described
here did not explore the persuasiveness of an alternative instrument in relation to QUEST (e.g.,
a text presentation of information similar in content to outputs from QUEST), therefore we can-
not easily distinguish between QUEST’s central and peripheral persuasiveness, though the
qualitative data offers some insights. The comparative approach (relative persuasiveness of
text and electronic instruments) is one that I will be taking in my forthcoming research.
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Context

Prior to the entry of graphical user interfaces for computers in the early

1980s, simulation tools tended to be limited to use by experts as part of the proc-8 5

ess of crafting policy advice. During this period the direct exposure to simulation

tools tended to stop with the expert user, with the interpretation and translation

of those outputs being the task of the policy analyst. As recipients of distilled pol-

icy advice, political decision makers would not have nor want first-hand access

to the tools or their outputs.7 It seems reasonable to assume that the arcane com-9 0

plexity of the simple alphanumeric interface and the expertise required to inter-

act with the models meant that only those having the time and capacity neces-

sary to learn the requisite programming skills would feel the need to actually

touch the keyboard or look at the output.

When only experts had access to simulation tools, those experts were pre-9 5

sumably in a position to understand the limitations and weaknesses of the model

and to judge the outputs accordingly. While the policy analyst may have used

simulation results to lend opaque authority to policy advice, simulation model-

ling was still the domain of experts possessing a relative level of analytical so-

phistication. Thus, despite their basis in rigorous analysis, simulation results de-1 00

rived from expert interface systems should have ultimately ended up in the

same category as other factual evidence assembled into non-expert policy ad-

v i c e .8

                                                

7 An early and notable exception was the introduction of the MINIS system (management in-
formation system for Ministers), introduced under U.K. Department of Environment Secretary
of State Michael Heseltine. MINIS was an executive information and decision support system
designed to keep Ministers better informed about activities within their departments and to
stimulate officials to review their activities in order to improve efficiency. This deep involve-
ment of the Minister in the detailed administration of the department’s activities led to a debate
about the proper role of the minister and the optimal channelling of their efforts.
8 This general proposition does find a counterpoint in the late 1980s U.S. Congress, where non-
GUI expert simulation modelling found both a niche and a willing audience. During that pe-
riod, analysts were said to be busy all hours of the day and night preparing estimates of the
budgetary and program effects for a number of proposed bills (each of which contained as many
as fifty separate provisions), and providing comparisons of estimates between proposed bills
and the current law (Citro and Hanushek, 1991). Federal law required at that time that cost es-
timates be projected for five years, as well as estimates of which population groups would be af-
fected by the various bills and whether those groups would gain or lose under each proposal. In
the social policy field alone, analysts in the Congressional Budget Office and the Congressional
Joint Committee on Taxation, and several executive level departments were busily preparing
alternative estimates which would become the central debating tools as the proposed bills jock-
eyed for position in Congress. All this activity produced a wealth of numbers upon which “pol-
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The spread of the non-expert graphical user interface (GUI) changed that per-

spective, by appearing to expand the pool of potential users and decrease the1 05

level of expertise needed to interact with the system. The fear that the presenta-

tion of an attractive GUI, grafted onto an expert modelling environment, offered

as a computerised decision support system for governance applications, might

cause users to fail to appreciate the limitations of the underlying models

emerged not long after the GUI revolution in the mid-1980s.9 These fears were1 1 0

given an identifiable target through the popularity of SimCity, the city-building

system simulator originally introduced in the early 1990s that has today be-

come “the #1 PC game of all time”.10 Much of the concern centred on the argu-

ment that the entry of computers as decision support instruments into the politi-

cal arena displaced democratic discourse and made it possible for legislators to1 1 5

avoid their responsibilities by abdicating authority to computer systems (see,

e.g., Starr, 1994; Stoll, 1995). These arguments assumed that the graphical

user interface itself made more likely a scenario whereby decision makers would

accept without critique or judgement the recommendations of the policy analy-

sis tool without recognising that (a) the modelling that lay at the root of these1 2 0

decision support systems was strongly influenced by the assumptions of the

model builders (with the implication being that positivist modellers offer a more

“conservative” interpretation than would normally occur in the political

r e a l m11), and (b) the models and their results might be wrong.

                                                                                                                                                            

icy makers throughout Washington are making decisions about the government’s role in social
policy.” (Citro and Hanushek, 1991, p.24). Simulation modelling reached its apex in this con-
text with the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) concept of “scoring” (Starr, 1994). With the U.S.
federal government facing significant budget deficits at the time, and Congress seeking to dis-
cipline itself through balanced budget requirements, the CBO provided a score for legislative
proposals that projected the proposal’s future impact on the deficit; a poor score meant the effec-
tive end of the proposal. In this “deficit politics” environment, the CBO’s score trumped more
vague notions of the public interest.
9 An earlier round of similar concerns greeted the publication of Forrester’s Urban Dynamics
and the subsequent Limits to Growth work of the Club of Rome (Meadows et al., 1972); see, e.g.,
SPRU – the Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex – and Chen (1972)
10 http://thesims.ea.com/. Incidentally, if one were to tell the story of the development of
QUEST, part of that story would likely note its conceptualisation as an academic response to the
popularity of SimCity – a gaming environment oriented around questions of human habitation
and development, albeit situated in a genuine spatial area. One aim of QUEST was to create a
game similar to SimCity but “based on real research data which would be informative and rea-
sonably accurate but would also be fun to play.” (Skea, Robinson and Shove, 1998); see also
http://www.canada.com/vancouver/vancouversun/specials/fateofthestrait/03_08.html
11 This argument is reflected in the debates in the policy analysis community, principally as
between positivist and post-positivist camps. To characterise those positions, the positivist per-

http://thesims.ea.com/
http://www.canada.com/vancouver/vancouversun/specials/fateofthestrait/03_08.html
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How likely is it that decision makers would be persuaded by a computerised1 2 5

decision support tool because of the visual attractiveness of the interface, and fail

to critically evaluate the origins and structure of the model or carefully consider

the merits of the argument presented?

Dijkstra et al. (1998), in testing whether users of a decision support system

examined the contents, or whether the users’ beliefs about the system (periph-1 3 0

eral cues) influenced their evaluation of the quality of the advice, found that us-

ers felt that a computerised system was more objective and rational than a hu-

man adviser, and that this perceived objectivity and rationality seem to act as

persuasive peripheral cues that made users accept advice of the decision support

system without examining it. This would indicate that, in the context of equiva-1 3 5

lent advice from two different sources, the computerised system would be more

persuasive and, by extension, more effective.12 Yet related research on computer-

ised decision support tools has shown that users sometimes trust incomplete and

incorrect advice of computer programs (Aldag and Power 1986, Kottemann et al.

1994, Dijkstra 1995). Dijkstra (1999) investigated whether, in following the pe-1 4 0

ripheral route to persuasion, users complied with incorrect advice from a deci-

sion support system without examining it, and found that users often agreed

with the incorrect advice of the computer system in spite of higher quality ad-

vice presented simultaneously on paper.

Are there characteristics of system users that might indicate whether they1 4 5

would be persuaded more by peripheral cues than central ones? Drawing on the

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), a decision maker’s motivation to examine

the merits of an argument is strongly influenced by the argument’s relevance to

the recipient and the decision maker’s “need for cognition”. Need for cognition is

a measure of whether a person usually strives to examine an argument; a person1 5 0

                                                                                                                                                            

spective argues that a rigorous, analytical evidentiary basis is the strength of policy analysis;
the post-positivist argues that “facts” are politically and socially constructed, and that com-
puterised decision support systems mask this through the presentation of “pseudocertain” (to
use Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) term) predictions.
12 The equating of persuasiveness with effectiveness assumes that the objective of policy analy-
sis is to persuade the recipient to follow the advice or framework developed in the analysis. Such
a definition does not assume that the policy analyst has adopted the role of the agenda driving
policy advocate intent on wielding influencing in the decision making process; merely that we
recognise that the image of policy analysts as “technical, nonpartisan problem solvers” who
accept only the ends that are determine in the political process as being relevant is highly in-
accurate. (Majone, 1989).
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who generally does not care to examine arguments is more likely to be persuaded

by peripheral cues (Cacioppo and Petty 1982; Priester and Petty 1995). And a

user’s preference to exercise lower cognitive effort in decision-making has been

found to lead to suboptimal use of decision support systems (Todd and Benbasat,

1992; 1994a; 1994b). Dijkstra (1999) found that users who always agreed with1 5 5

the decision support system evaluated the advice as being of higher quality,

were more deferential in terms of compliance and authority constructs, and

found the decision support system to be more useful than users who disagreed

with the advice. Also, users who always agreed with the system “had a lower

mental effort score, a worse recall score, and a higher score on easiness of the1 6 0

case, which indicates that these subjects agreed with the advice without actu-

ally studying it.” (Dijkstra, 1999; 409)

Using QUEST: Reflections on the workshop experience

My interest in the effect that computer-based policy-oriented simulation tools

might have on non-expert policy advisors and decisions makers tasked with un-1 6 5

derstanding or making a decision on a policy issue emerged around the time that

I became aware of QUEST. In early 1999 I attempted to design and carry out a

research experiment to test the hypothesis that such tools could act as effective

support instruments for deliberative forums.13 While that methodological

framework proved unworkable, the basic structure for the experimental design –1 7 0

the use of QUEST by students in a simulated deliberative forum situated in a

computer lab – provided the conceptual outline for the first four rounds of learn-

ing-oriented workshops to follow.

                                                

13 That research proposal grew out of my interest in the experience in British Columbia in the
early 1990s with a variety of consultative and deliberative processes at which a number of
stakeholder groups would attempt to achieve consensus on some policy action. One of the more
prominent of these efforts was undertaken through the Commission on Resources and Envi-
ronment (CORE), a provincial agency tasked with developing land use plans for four regions in
B.C. (see, e.g., Longo, 2000). At the CORE forums, the background material provided to the
stakeholder discussants included traditional narrative documents, statistical indicators, and
GIS-based land and resource maps. (After the CORE experience, the possibility that Decision
Support Systems and Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) could contribute to such forums
seemed increasingly plausible – especially with the development of QUEST). The proposal ar-
gued that since the underlying objective of such background material is to move decision mak-
ing towards an optimal solution (i.e., assuming that policy analysis has as its main purpose
the task of helping “a decision-maker make a better choice than he would have otherwise made”
(Quade, 1976, p. 21)), the objective of the research was to measure the effect that QUEST had on
the values, perceptions and decisions of participants in an experimental discussion forum. The
research proposal is available at http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/admn598/proposal.html

http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/admn598/proposal.html
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In the instances described here, the learning objective was not what the

QUEST designers had intended – that is, the workshops were not oriented to-1 7 5

wards raising awareness of sustainability principles or the non-intuitive impli-

cations of policy and development choices. Rather, the objective was to critique

the tool – the interface, the participant’s implicit interpretation of the underly-

ing modelling and their reaction to the model results – from the perspective of

the policy analyst and decision maker in a simulated governance setting.141 8 0

ADMN 520 – Policy Analysis: Round One (Using LFB-QUEST15)

Dates: Saturday February 13th, 1999 and Wednesday July 7th, 1999

Setting: As the capstone class in the policy studies stream for MPA (Masters of

Public Administration) students at the University of Victoria, students in the

ADMN 520 course have usually completed the remainder of their coursework1 8 5

and three internships in government. In these workshops, these seminar-format

groups met in a university computer lab equipped with individual workstations

roughly configured in concentric semi-circles facing a projected image of the fa-

cilitator’s workstation. Each participant had full individual control over their

own instance of QUEST, while the projected image was used to guide participants1 9 0

through the steps involved in using QUEST and to orient the group to the par-

ticular items on the agenda.

                                                

14 I must highlight several caveats about the “data” presented here: All of the workshops de-
scribed below were designed and delivered as informal learning events and not planned as re-
search experiments. There is no intention to argue that the three events were guided by a rigor-
ously comparable methodology, there was no attempt to “control” the environment to protect the
internal consistency of the “data”, nor would I claim that the ex-post observations that are re-
layed below represent anything more than my anecdotal comments on the workshops. As these
workshops were never planned as research experiments, and I was not concerned with accu-
rately documenting those experiences at the time, my comments should be understood as being
highly subjective and coloured by the passage of time and my experiences since they were con-
vened. Lastly, the workshops described below and the “data” collected from them have not been
approved by the UVic Human Research Ethics Committee. However, while I have never applied
for nor obtained permission from the Committee to undertake the particular “research” de-
scribed here, an application for the research proposal described above – for a session that in-
volved a more intensive level of data collection than the informal observations recounted here –
was approved by that Committee in 1999. That application can be found at
http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/admn598/application.html
15 Lower Fraser Basin (or LFB) QUEST was the first working version of the QUEST tool, set within
the southwestern corner of British Columbia. As a working paper for the Georgia Basin Futures
Project, I have assumed that readers are familiar with the framework that LFB-QUEST em-
ployed. I have therefore kept the descriptions of the system to a minimum. For a refresher, a
1998 LFB-QUEST backgrounder is available at http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/admn598/quest.pdf

http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/admn598/application.html
http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/admn598/quest.pdf
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Agenda : The workshop ran through QUEST twice, with the participants

adopting different roles in each instance. In the first run through, participants

were asked to respond to the user prompts in QUEST from the perspective of an1 9 5

individual citizen (ostensibly answering as themselves); in the second run-

through they were assigned a provincial cabinet portfolio and asked to adopt

that Cabinet position as the perspective brought to the use of QUEST. Following

each run-through of the model, a discussion period fleshed out some reactions to

the interface and the model results.2 00

Reflections:  Comments from these two groups can be organised into three

different themes: those focussing on the limitations of the interface and inflexi-

bility of the user choices; comments on the apparent implausibility of the model

results based on the user’s inputs; and perception that the model and interface

limited the framing of the problem.2 05

limitations and inflexibility in user choices

Participants raised several concerns as to how the specification of values and

beliefs (section A) was cast and how the choices made mischaracterised the user’s

position because of the inflexibility of the choices available. The Worldview set-

ting (section A.1) raised particular difficulties, and generated a great deal of dis-2 1 0

cussion amongst the group, based on the range of understandings as to what the

choice meant for the operation of the model. That section asked what the user’s

perspective was “on the way the world works?” allowing for a range of settings

describing the earth’s ecological resilience and the level of technological innova-

tion and social adaptability in society. Users found it curious that an “optimistic”2 1 5

worldview yielded “better” model results than a “pessimistic” view, asking how

it was realistic to assume that one’s worldview mattered for system outcomes

and why “pessimistic” users should be punished for being less sanguine. One par-

ticipant in particular noted:

An individual who chooses “optimist” may run through the simulation2 2 0
using a “business as usual” approach, choose weak measures of eco-
logical health, and be led to believe that the “business as usual” ap-
proach is appropriate. Clearly, this would not help to change their val-
ues .

On the question of population and economic growth projections (section A.4),2 2 5

users were confounded by the interface’s claim that “[w]hichever population

growth target is chosen actually becomes the reality in the scenario.” While
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comfortable with the ability to link or decouple economic growth and population

growth (with the choice to decide which factor “caused” the other), the group

questioned the plausibility of achieving those targets – being especially alarmed2 3 0

at the policy choices necessary to achieve declining population levels in the con-

text of expanding economic growth.

implausible model results

Once the QUEST user has finished creating their scenario through the specifi-

cation of a worldview and after making a number of policy choices for reaching a2 3 5

desired future, the QUEST sub-models run in ten-year increments and the conse-

quences of the scenario choices are relayed to the user.

Workshop discussions at this stage centred on the “realism” or “plausibility”

of the results. While not dwelling on the specific comments that arose in the dis-

cussion, the general theme that emerged was of a set of results quite inconsistent2 4 0

with what the policy analysis seminar had just dealt with in its theoretical re-

view. Initially, I considered this quite ironic and humorous – that the hegemony

of the prevailing positivist policy analysis approach had failed the QUEST test;

the best and the brightest were bowed by a more holistic integrated analytical

approach embedded in a computer tool. It was sometime afterwards that I saw2 4 5

this in a different light, one that cast this discrepancy as the fatal flaw for using

QUEST in policy-oriented audiences. For if the audience finds the model does not

accurately reflects their implicit understanding of the system, it will fail in its

attempt to persuade and instruct. I discuss the implications of this in the conclu-

sions, below.2 5 0

limited framing of the problem

Again, the particular perspective that these policy students brought to the

workshop coloured their impressions of the tool. One of the key complaints they

had of the tool overall was the unrealistic 10-year iterative cycle, where their

experience and training led them to think of policy cycles operating in more2 5 5

rapid timeframes. While bemoaning the short-term nature of politics, they

nonetheless felt uncomfortable with the tool’s assumption that 10-year incre-

ments represented a useful interval.

Also, the range of issues that the participants were able to deal with and the

policy response options available appeared frustrating to these groups. In2 6 0

QUEST’s section B, users are required to select policies in a number of issue a r e a s
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and then designate the optimal policy instrument to meet the policy t a r g e t .16

Users found the issue areas and response options over-simplified in some cases,

and were especially troubled by the limited range of available i n s t r u m e n t

choices – especially the requirement that they were obligated to choose one of t h e2 6 5

instrument groups, but were unable to distinguish within groupings (e .g . ,

QUEST did not allow users to distinguish between taxes and subsidies, n o r

whether taxes or subsidies would be increased or decreased).

ADMN 520 – Policy Analysis: Round Two (Using GB-QUEST17)

Date:  Saturday April 6, 20022 7 0

Setting:  An early release of a new version of QUEST prompted me to try a dif-

ferent format for this workshop delivered to another ADMN 520 cohort. In this

instance, twelve participants were seated in three groups of four each in a semi-

nar room at the university. A single instance of QUEST was displayed from an

LCD projector.18 The students were asked to adopt the role of a policy analyst with2 7 5

a team from a provincial government ministry (each table was assigned a sepa-

rate Ministry perspective: Education, Environment, and Finance) assigned to

evaluate whether the Ministry should make a $50 000 contribution to the

QUEST development group in order for the ministry to acquire a customised ver-

sion of QUEST for their Ministry’s use. I adopted the role of QUEST salesperson,2 8 0

demonstrating the key features of QUEST, suggesting ways in which QUEST

could assist in some Ministry functions and mandates, and identifying areas in

which the tool might be adapted for each Ministry’s particular use. While this

workshop was highly structured as a role-playing exercise, the closing discussion

                                                

16 In LFB QUEST, users were offered a number of response options in each of the following areas:
transportation; housing; lifestyle; agriculture; government; industry; water; labour; and land
use. When a change in policy is made, the user is required to choose a policy instrument select-
ing from: taxes and subsidies; regulations and standards; or education and social marketing.
17 Georgia Basin, or GB-QUEST, is the second-generation version of QUEST currently in use. The
previous version, Lower Fraser Basin – LFB-QUEST, was used in the first two workshops de-
scribed above. While there have been substantial interface and modelling enhancements made
in GB-QUEST, the essential framework and objectives remain in the new version.
18 Since I began running these workshops, the difference between a setting in which each par-
ticipant controlled their own instance of QUEST (the first two workshops described above) and a
facilitator-controlled setting involving a single instance of QUEST (the workshop described
here) has marked the most obvious distinction between my approach and the approach adopted
by the tool’s developers and project leaders. I believe that this distinction stems from the differ-
ent objectives: mine being the act of learning about QUEST, whereas the purpose of the tool is
learning through QUEST.
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was an out-of-role roundtable dealing with reactions to the tool, the interface and2 8 5

the models and the modelling approach.

Agenda : The group was brought through the stages of the QUEST interface.

Where a decision on user inputs was required, the group generally settled on the

option that they were most interested to see explored rather than the decision

which they most agreed with or felt reflected their role. Since there was only one2 9 0

instance of QUEST running, and I controlled it, we spent a fair amount of time

exploring the results of the simulation run based on the particular interests of

the individual participants. Following the review of the outputs, the separate

groups caucused separately to discuss the question of the $50 000 contribution.

Finally, we reconvened with a brief report and decision by each of the teams, fol-2 9 5

lowed by a general discussion (both in- and out-of-character).

Reflections: First, the perspective from each Ministry was delivered to the

plenary session after reconvening.

Ministry Team Perspectives

Ministry of Education3 00

This group thought that such a tool would not be useful “in-house” as an aid

to policy analysis and development; simple demographic models would likely be

the extent of their use of computer-supported policy analysis. However, they

could see a use for such a tool in the visual display of outputs from the traditional

policy analysis function (i.e., as a “back-end” aid or supplement to the briefing3 05

note), but not at the “front-end” of the policy analysis process.

The most useful application they could see would be as a component in the de-

livery of the Ministry’s mandate — i.e., as an addition to the provincial curricu-

lum. Likely of most effective use in the junior high / social studies area (e.g., to

illustrate the importance of government policies and social choices for outcomes,3 1 0

the implications of individual choice on systemic outcomes, general principles of

sustainability), the development of an “education-specific version of QUEST” –

with curriculum manuals and training – would need to be done in cooperation

with the Ministry and teachers in order to ensure that it was useable for teachers

and useful in delivering the provincial curriculum.3 1 5
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Ministry of Environment

This group thought that the tool could perform a useful function as part of the

policy analysis process, as a front-end aid to context setting and helping develop

an appreciation of the complexity and linkages inherent in the policy environ-

ment. They did state explicitly that they would “never let the Minister see it” for3 2 0

fear that she might misunderstand the true complexity of the issue. They did

express a concern about obsolescence and would expect that a “site-licence”

would presuppose continual updating of the modelling and datasets.

Ministry of Finance

This group did see the possible usefulness of QUEST as an aid to policy devel-3 2 5

opment within the Ministry, though they would expect an “Expert DSS” version

of QUEST that would require significant modifications of both the user interface

and much greater transparency between the results section, the model struc-

tures and the relationships to the front-end user choices. In order for the tool to

effectively “make arguments” as part of the policy development process, the user3 3 0

must be able to trace through the underlying arguments (e.g., with reference to

the literature, explication of the model structure and a window into the underly-

ing data) in order for the policy analyst to satisfy herself that the argument was

v a l i d .

Individual Perspectives3 3 5

Following the Ministry-specific response to the question of the grant contribu-

tion, the discussants provided more general and individual comments:

Several participants felt that the choice amongst the four Global Scenarios

(what LFB-QUEST referred to as “Worldviews”) was too stark and de-

contextualised for users to make an informed choice. Participants would have3 4 0

preferred to have the opportunity to see outputs compared across all four global

scenarios (based on the same “options for the future” choices) in order to see how

the different global scenarios affected the model results. A related set of com-

ments centred on the choices available under section 2 (“options for the future”),

which were seen as unclear as to their effect on outcomes or results, and yielding3 4 5
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no opportunity for the user to understand the relationships between policy

choice and system outcomes.19

Another observation was that participants found it difficult to navigate and

understand the presentation of results in section 3,20 asking whether it would be

advantageous to print out the entire scenario. While they appreciated that this3 5 0

ran slightly counter to some precepts of sustainability (e.g., reducing paper use),

they found the whole presentation of results – in addition to the relationship to

user inputs – too complex to take in one screen at a time.21

Lastly, the entire group discussed the general concept of policy modelling and

the approach taken in QUEST. This discussion surrounded the question as to3 5 5

whether this was a “backcasting” approach (or more accurately for this policy

studies group, a “backward mapping” approach (Elmore, 1979)), or a forecast-

ing approach.

There seemed to exist an interest in the idea of a computerised backward

mapping tool – i.e., a system where the user would set the desired results and the3 6 0

model would compute the choices required to meet those results – but questions

were raised as to whether such a system could possibly be modelled. The discus-

sion hinged on the distinction between the pen-and-paper, back-of-the-envelope,

backward mapping approach that Elmore envisioned – from objectives through

to the characteristics the policy should have (given that understanding of the3 6 5

                                                

19 These two sets of observations relate to what I would identify as the desire for a real-time link-
ing of inputs and outputs. QUEST requires the user interested in understanding the link be-
tween inputs and outputs to go through multiple iterations of the model and compare across
scenarios – either by memory or having made notes on each set of outputs (though a later itera-
tion of QUEST now allows the user to change some of the input variables to immediately see
their effect on some of the outputs). My experience is that few users have the time or inclination
to go through multiple iterations. One alternative approach would involve programming-in a
real-time connection between the manipulation of the input sliders and the generation of the
results. I have illustrated this simplistically at      http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/gbfp/surface.gif    
where the three-dimensional surface (z = x2 + ny2) is graphed with a slider for the value of n
moving between -10 and 10. If we imagine a QUEST user moving an input slider (e.g., ecological
resiliency) that was linked to a set of output indicators, we would be providing a whole new
window into the model – but at the same time fundamentally change the nature of the tool (and
not necessarily for the better).
20 I partly ascribe this reaction to the fact that the individual participants did not have hands-
on access to QUEST but rather were working through the facilitator.
21 Participants compared this to their use of programs like SPSS, where the models and results
are usually printed and analysed off-line in order to grasp their meaning.

http://web.uvic.ca/~jlongo/gbfp/surface.gif
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final implementation challenges)22 – and a more formal analysis involving the

exploration of the feasibility and consequences desirable futures (e.g., Robinson

1988; 1990; 1992).

Conclusions

This note represents a simplistic attempt to describe my observations and ex-3 7 0

perience in conducting a small number of workshops in which graduate students

used the QUEST computer program.23 While the workshops were not designed or

conducted as research experiments, the objective here has been to explore the

concern that in simulated governance settings, policy-oriented users of a GUI-

fronted simulation modelling and decision support tool would fail to appreciate3 7 5

the fundamental limiting characteristics of the underlying models and ascribe

                                                

22 From Elmore (1979): “backward mapping … begins not at the top of the implementation proc-
ess but at the last possible stage, the point at which administrative actions intersect private
choices. It begins not with a statement of intent, but with a statement of the specific behaviour
at the lowest level of the implementation process that generates the need for a policy.” (p. 604).
More descriptively, Elmore (1985) argues that backward mapping should begin “with a con-
crete statement of the behaviour that creates the occasion for a policy intervention, describe a
set of organizational operations that can be expected to affect that behaviour, describe the ex-
pected effect of those operations, and then describe for each level of the implementation process
what effect one would expect that level to have on the target behaviour and what resources are
required for that effect to occur.” (p. 28).
23 I also ran workshops for the following groups, but I have few notes for these sessions. While
my memory of these sessions is vague, I have no recollection of anything that dramatically con-
tradicts the other reflections presented in the text.

ES412 – Ecological Problems and Societal Responses

Dates: Thursday January 27, 2000 and Thursday January 25, 2001

Setting: ES 412 is a senior undergraduate lecture-format course in the UVic School of En-
vironmental Studies. Generally taken by third and fourth year students in Environmental
Studies, the course surveys the importance of interactive societal and ecological factors,
and the environmental and institutional challenges facing citizens and policy-makers. In
these workshops, students met in a university computer lab equipped with individual
workstations arranged in rows facing a projected image of the facilitator’s workstation. The
class size required that two students were assigned to each workstation. Generally, one stu-
dent was responsible for navigating QUEST, though each had an equal say in what choices
were made. Again, the projected image was used to guide participants through the use of
QUEST and to keep the group on agenda.

Agenda: The workshop ran through QUEST once, with the overarching objective being a
critical analysis of the modelling structure underlying the interface (this being the subject
of an assignment that the students were required to complete as a course requirement). This
did not purport to be a formal evaluation of the models, but rather a critique – based on the
general context of their course – of the implicit understanding of the modelling, as judged
by the correspondence between user inputs and the simulation results. The run-through of
the tool was interspersed with general discussions within the group around reactions to the
interface and questions and implications arising from the various user input screens.
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some authority to the model results by virtue of the tool’s ease of use and compu-

tational basis. The contextual review presented above highlighted the danger of

non-experts “believing” simulation results simply because of their computerised

origins – or at least choosing to abdicate their discretionary authority in favour3 8 0

of allowing the computer to decide. A brief literature review, heavily reliant on

the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) of persuasion, presented the argument

that some users (especially those who score low on a “need for cognition” meas-

ure) of such tools might be persuaded by the visual attractiveness and computa-

tional basis of the system rather than through a careful consideration of the ar-3 8 5

guments. The reliance on these peripheral over central routes to persuasion has

implication for the resiliency of the attitude change engendered by the tool and

the strength of the linkage between attitude change and behavioural change.

More damning was the possibility that a computerised system might lead some

users to follow incorrect decision support system advice simply because of the pe-3 9 0

ripheral persuasiveness of the interface and modelling.

Based on the limited “data” from these three workshops, there does not seem

to be any support for this concern. In none of these sessions did it appear that the

participants found the model particularly convincing or the interface over-

whelmingly persuasive, with users from across the ideological spectrum finding3 9 5

aspects they found limiting or biased. When asked to consider the tool from the

perspective of a policy analyst or decision maker in a simulated governance set-

ting, there was near universal scepticism of the tool’s direct applicability in the

policy analysis process.

It would be unfair of me to fail to point out that these reactions are based on4 00

the use of QUEST in simulated environments and workshop settings that the

original project proponents and tool developers never intended QUEST to be used

in. I specifically asked workshop participants to adopt a critical approach, and

they appeared to comply. But this should not be read as a rejection of QUEST as a

tool for facilitating discussion and deliberation amongst a general audience ori-4 05

ented towards understanding principles of regional sustainability, the interac-

tivity of complex systems and the non-intuitive impacts of decisions and ac-

tions.24 Instead of being seen as a set of recommendations for the design of QUEST

                                                

24 What should be of concern, however, is the postulate of the ELM that asserts that persuasive-
ness based on peripheral routes is only effective for a short period of time or until an alternative
argument is encountered, and that peripheral persuasion forges a weak link between attitude
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or even similar systems, the lessons here are of greater interest for the general

proposition of using GUI-fronted integrated simulation modelling tools in policy4 1 0

analysis environments.

In that context, the primary barrier to the acceptance of the tool as an aid to

policy analysis appeared to be the perceived implausibility or realism of the

model results. What appeared most problematic – if one took the perspective of

trying to “sell” the tool to the fictitious policy analysts in these workshops – was4 1 5

the inconsistency between the mental model of the policy environment that

these students brought to the workshop and the implicit model of the system that

was embedded behind QUEST’s graphical user interface. I conclude here that it is

this perceived inconsistency that bars tools such as QUEST from making signifi-

cant forays into the policy analysis environment. For in the absence of a trans-4 2 0

parent modelling regime in which the non-expert user can legitimately evalu-

ate, critique and feel comfortable with the model and its inherent assumptions, a

model which is significantly at odds with the user’s implicit mental model will be

rejected.

The users in these workshops have not been naïve, contrary to the fear de-4 2 5

scribed in the context section. On the contrary, they have been quite critical of

the notion that such a tool could act as a serious complement to a rigorous policy

analysis exercise. One possible interpretation is that these participants exhibit a

high “need for cognition” and were highly motivated to examine the merits of

the arguments (perhaps because the framework of the workshops and the gen-4 3 0

eral environment of the graduate university setting). Measures of cognitive ef-

fort, compliance and authority constructs, recall, and user’s perspectives on the

value of the support tool would have certainly helped to illuminate this point.

However, one could argue that civil servants are not as self-consciously criti-

cal as university students or as techno-savvy as the generation represented in4 3 5

these workshops. And civil servants operating in an actual governance envi-

ronment face other constraints and incentives in their decision-making; e.g.,

governing situations occasionally lead senior decision makers to adopt solutions

                                                                                                                                                            

change and behaviour. If a general audience is persuaded by QUEST’s peripheral cues, the per-
sistence of those messages and implications for behavioural change are less certain.
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to perceived problems because of the bias against inaction.25 However, other ex-

perience in using QUEST with actual policy oriented audiences indicates that4 4 0

this might not be the case,26 and there is no reason to think that senior MPA stu-

dents are much different than a representative sample of the civil service man-

agement ranks – though, again, the environment represents a crucial differ-

ence.

Some early attempts to computerise the policy analysis process now seem4 4 5

quaintly naïve in their attempts to simulate complex policy environments.27 Yet

advances in technology and modelling techniques have already vastly surpassed

those, and seem likely to continue the advance of computer tools for policy

analysis. Assuming those continued advances in technology, the present paper is

oriented towards the question of whether the probable users of such tools will fail4 5 0

to appreciate the limitations of the underlying modelling and abdicate their own

judgement to the computerised authority of the simulation results. A post-

positivist policy analysis perspective would argue that increasingly powerful

and sophisticated analytical tools can never fully dismiss the observation that

“to say anything of importance in public policy requires value judgments, which4 5 5

must be explained and justified.” (Majone, 1989; 21). The question is whether

there is something in a persuasive interface that would make policy analysts

and decision makers forget this.

However, the fears expressed in the context section above are not supported

by the experience described in this paper. Nor is there a basis for concluding that4 6 0

peripheral routes to persuasion had a significant influence on the participants in

these workshops. For those looking for the smoking gun, proof positive that civil

service and political decision makers will adopt GUI-fronted simulation tools

holus bolus and fail to appreciate the limitations of simulations, the limited ex-

perience relayed here will bring no comfort.4 6 5

                                                

25 This tendency is revealed in the politician’s syllogism: “Something must be done. This is
something. Therefore, we must do it.”
26 On February 12th 2002 the QUEST team demonstrated the new version of QUEST to one of the
project’s major partners, the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), and the under-
whelming response further demonstrated the difficulty in living up to the heightened expecta-
tions of users.
27 Two examples of non-expert GUI simulation tools that emerged around the time of the efforts
by the early 1990s Clinton administration to develop a national health care program are Sim-
Health (from the same developer as SimCity) and PolicyMaker (http://www.polimap.com/).

http://www.polimap.com/).
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